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Background: The Nijmegen extended-soft-core (ESC) model ESC16, as well as its predecessors ESC04–
ESC08, describe the nucleon-nucleon (NN), hyperon-nucleon (Y N), and hyperon-hyperon/nucleon (YY / N)
interactions in a unified way using broken SU(3) symmetry. SU(3) symmetry serves to connect the NN with the
Y N and the YY channels. In the spirit of the Yukawa approach to the nuclear force problem, the interactions are
studied from the meson-exchange picture viewpoint, using generalized soft-core Yukawa functions. The meson
exchanges are supplemented with diffractive contributions due to multiple-gluon exchanges. The extended-soft-
core (ESC) meson-exchange interactions consist of local and nonlocal potentials due to (i) one-boson exchanges
(OBE), which are the members of nonets of pseudoscalar, vector, scalar, and axial-vector mesons, (ii) diffractive
exchanges, (iii) two-pseudoscalar exchange (PS-PS), and (iv) meson-pair exchange (MPE). The OBE and MPE
vertices are regulated by Gaussian form factors producing potentials with a soft behavior near the origin. The
assignment of the cutoff masses for the BBM vertices is dependent on the SU(3) classification of the exchanged
mesons for OBE and a similar scheme for MPE.
Purpose: The evolution of the ESC approach to the ESC16 model for the baryon-baryon (BB) interactions of
the SU(3) flavor octet of baryons (N, , , and ) is described and presented. In this first of a series of papers,
the NN model and results are reported in detail.
Methods: Important nonstandard ingredients in the OBE sector in the ESC models are (i) the axial-vector meson
potentials, and (ii) a zero in the scalar- and axial-vector meson form factors. Furthermore, the strange scalar κ
meson is treated within the scheme of the Gell-Mann-Okubo mass relations, and like the ρ and  treated as a
broad meson. The multiple-gluon exchanges are elaborated further by adding contributions due to odd number
of gluon exchanges. A novel contribution is the incorporation of structural effects due to the quark core of
the baryons. In establishing the parameters of the model a simultaneous fit to NN and Y N channels has been
performed. The meson-baryon coupling constants are calculated via SU(3) using the coupling constants of the
NN ⊕ Y N analysis as input. In ESC16 the couplings are kept completely SU(3) symmetric. About 25 physical
coupling parameters and 8 cutoff and diffractive masses were searched.
Results: In the fit to NN and Y N many parameters are essentially fixed by the NN data. A few, but severely
constrained parameters, e.g., F/(F + D) ratios, are left for determination of the Y N interactions and the YY
experimental indications. The simultaneous fit of the ESC models to the NN- and Y N-scattering data with
a single set of parameters has achieved excellent results for the NN and Y N data, and for the YY data in
accordance with the experimental indications for  and N . In the case of ESC16, the version discussed here,
the achievements are: (i) For the selected 4313 pp and np scattering data with energies 0  Tlab  350 MeV, the
model reaches a fit having χ 2/Ndata = 1.10. (ii) The deuteron binding energy and all the NN scattering lengths
are fitted very nicely. (iii) The Y N data are described very well with χ2/Ndata = 1.04, giving at the same time a
description of the N cross sections in agreement with the experimental indications.
Conclusions: The ESC approach leads to an excellent description of the NN and Y N data, and for the scarce YY
data. The added innovations as well as the treatment of mass broken SU(3) make it possible to keep the meson
coupling parameters and the F/(F + D) ratios of the model qualitatively in accordance with the predictions of
the 3P0-dominated quark-antiquark pair creation (QPC) model. The information about estimates of (i) the - and
-nuclear well-depth, and (ii) the  hypernuclei played an important role in the form of using constraints. In
particular, the experimental indications for the -attraction and the -nuclear well-depth were directive.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.99.044002
I. INTRODUCTION
In a new series of papers we present the results ob-
tained with the recent ESC16 version of the extended-soft-
core (ESC) model [1] for nucleon-nucleon (NN), hyperon-
nucleon (Y N), and hyperon-hyperon (YY ) interactions with
S = 0,−1,−2. Moreover, we present predictions for the YY
channels with S = −3,−4.
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The combined study of all baryon-baryon (BB) interac-
tions, exploiting all experimental information hitherto avail-
able, both on BB-scattering and (hyper-)nuclear systems,
might throw light on the basic mechanisms of these interac-
tions. The program, which in its original form was formulated
in Refs. [2,3], pursues the following aims:
(i) To study the assumption of broken SU(3) symmetry.
For example, we investigate the properties of the
scalar mesons [ε = f0(620), f0(993), δ = a0(962),
κ (861)].
(ii) To determine the F/(F + D) ratios [4].
(iii) To study the connection between QCD, the quark
model, and low-energy physics.
(iv) To extract, in spite of the scarce experimental Y N
and YY data, information about scattering lengths,
effective ranges, the existence of resonances, and
bound states, etc.
(v) To provide realistic baryon-baryon potentials, which
can be applied in few-body calculations, nuclear and
hyperonic matter studies, and neutron stars.
(vi) To extend the theoretical description to the baryon-
baryon channels with strangeness S = −2; this in
particular for the  and N channels, where some
data already exist, and for which experiments will be
realized in the near future.
(vii) Finally, to extend the theoretical description to
all baryon-baryon channels with strangeness S =
−3,−4. These will be parameter-free predictions,
and have, like the other BB-channels, relevance for
the study of hyperonic matter and compact stars.
With this series of papers this program nears essentially its
completion.
As has been amply demonstrated, see Refs. [5–9], the ESC-
model interactions give excellent simultaneous descriptions of
the NN and Y N data. Also it turned out that the ESC approach
gives great improvements for the NN description as compared
to the one-boson-exchange (OBE) models, e.g., Refs. [3,10],
and other existing models in the literature. The ESC16 model
presents the culmination in this respect: the NN model has a
quality on equal par with the energy-dependent partial-wave
analysis (PWA) [11,12].
The ESC04-model papers [5–7] contain the first rather
extensive exposition of the ESC approach. As compared to the
earlier versions of the ESC model, we introduced in ESC04
models [5–7] several innovations: First, we introduced a zero
in the form factor of the mesons with P-wave quark-antiquark
contents, which applies to the scalar and axial-vector mesons.
Second, we exploited the exchange of the axial-vector mesons
with JPC = 1++ and JPC = 1+−. Third, we employed some
,N information.
In the ESC16 model on top of these improvements, we
introduce in the ESC approach for the first time: (i) Odd-
eron exchange JPC = 1−−. Odderon exchange represents the
exchange of an odd-number of gluons at short-distance; this
to complement pomeron exchange, which stands for the ex-
change of an even-number of gluons. (ii) Quark-core effects.
The quark-core effects represent structural effects caused by
the occurrence of Pauli-blocked configurations in two-baryon
systems. These structural effects depend on the BB channel
and cannot be described by t-channel exchanges.
Furthermore, (iii) the axial-vector (JPC = 1++) mesons are
treated with the most general vertices, and the (σ1 · q)(σ2 ·
q) operator is evaluated in a superior manner compared to
ESC04. Not included are the potentials from the tensor (JPC =
2++) mesons. Attempts including the latter mesons did not
lead to substantial potentials from these mesons or qualitative
changes in the other contributions to the potentials. The results
with the ESC08 model are reported in Refs. [8,9]. With this
simultaneous treatment of the NN , YN , and YY channels we
have achieved a high-quality description of the baryon-baryon
interactions. The results, using a single set of meson and
quark-core parameters, include: (a) a description of the NN
data with a χ2pd p = 1.10 and good low-energy parameters
for the NN-channels including the binding energy EB of the
deuteron, (b) a very good fit to the Y N-scattering data, (c)
the fitting parameters with a clear physical significance, like,
e.g., the NNπ -, NNρ-couplings, etc., and with realistic values
of the F/(F + D) ratios αP and αmV . The fitting has been
done under the constraints of the G-matrix results for the
ESC16 interactions. These show (i) satisfactory well-depth
values for U < 0, U > 0, and U < 0, (ii) proper spin-spin
(Uσσ  1), and small spin-orbit interactions for N . All these
features are in agreement with the Hyperball data [13] and the
NAGARA event [14].
In this first paper of the series on the ESC16 model, we
display and discuss the NN results of the simultaneous fit
to the NN and Y N data, including some , N , and N
information from hypernuclei, using a single set of param-
eters. In the second paper, henceforth referred to as II [15],
we report on the results for strangeness S = −1 Y N channels,
using the same simultaneous fit of the NN and Y N data. This
simultaneous fitting procedure was first introduced in Ref. [6],
and its importance and advantages will be discussed in II. In
the third paper, henceforth referred to as III [16], we report on
the results and predictions for YY with strangeness S = −2.
Finally, in the fourth paper (IV), we describe the predictions
for YY with strangeness S = −3,−4.
We refer the reader to following sections in Ref. [9] for the
descriptions of (a) Sec. III: the two-body integral equations in
momentum space and the expansion into Pauli-spinor invari-
ants. (b) Appendix A: the B-field formalism for vector- and
axial-vector mesons. (c) Appendix B: the exact treatment of
the non-local-tensor operator.
The contents of this paper are as follows. In Sec. II a de-
scription of the physical background and dynamical contents
of the ESC16 model is given. In Sec. III the momentum-
space formalism and structure of the ESC potential are briefly
described. Section IV contains some brief remarks on the ESC
couplings and the QPC model. In Sec. V the simultaneous
NN ⊕ Y N ⊕ YY fitting procedure is reviewed. Here, also the
results for the coupling constants and F/(F + D) ratios for
OBE and MPE are given. In Sec. VI the NN-results for
the ESC16-model are displayed. In Sec. VII we discuss the
results and draw some conclusions. In Appendix A the ESC
potentials in configuration space for nonstrange mesons are
given. In Appendix B the treatment of the nonlocal tensor
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potential is reviewed. In Appendix C a short description is
given of the QPC derivation of the BBM couplings using Fierz
transformations.
II. PHYSICAL CONTENT OF THE ESC MODEL
The general physical basis, within the context of QCD,
for the Nijmegen soft-core models has been outlined in the
introduction of Ref. [5]. The description of baryon interac-
tions at low energies in terms of baryons and mesons can
be reached through the following stages: (i) The strongly
interacting sector of the standard model (SM) contains three
families of quarks: (ud), (cs), (tb). (ii) Integrating out the
heavy quarks (c, b, t) leads to a QCD world with effective
interactions for the (u, d, s) quarks. (iii) This QCD world is
characterized by a phase transition of the vacuum. Thereby
the quarks gets dressed and become the so-called constituent
quarks. The emerging picture is that of the constituent-quark
model (CQM) [17]. The phase transition has transformed
the effective QCD world into an complex hadronic-world.
(iv) The strong-coupling-lattice QCD (SCQCD) seems to be
a proper model to study the low-energy meson-baryon and
baryon-baryon physics; see Ref. [18] for applications and
references. Here the lattice spacing a  0.11 fm provides
a momentum scale for which the QCD coupling g 1.1.
Emerging is a picture where the meson-baryon coupling con-
stants get large and quark-exchange effects are rather small.
The latter is due to the suppression due to the gluonic overlaps
involved. For a similar reason it has been argued [19] that
the pomeron is exchanged between the individual quarks of
the baryons. In this picture the Nijmegen soft-core approach
to baryon-baryon interactions has a natural motivation. (v)
For the mesons we restrict ourselves to mesons with M 
1.5 GeV/c2, arriving at a so-called effective field theory as
the arena for our description of the low-energy baryon-baryon
scattering.
In view of the success of QCD, pseudoscalar dominance
of the divergence of the axial-vector current (PCAC) leading
to small light (“current”) quark masses [20,21], the spectro-
scopic success of the CQM, where the quarks have definite
color charges, in generating the masses of the pseudoscalar
and vector nonets, and the masses and magnetic moments of
the baryon octet is rather surprising [22,23]. The transition
from “current” to “constituent” quarks comes from dressing
the quark fields in the original QCD Lagrangian; see, e.g.,
Refs. [17,24,25].
In all works of the Nijmegen group on the baryon-baryon
models, (broken) SU(3) flavor-symmetry is explored to con-
nect the NN , Y N , and YY channels, making possible a simul-
taneous fitting of all the available BB data using a single set of
model parameters. The dynamical basis is the (approximate)
permutation symmetry with respect to the constituent (u, d,
s)-quarks. This has its roots in the approximate equality of
the quark masses, and more importantly that the gluons have
no flavor. This enables the calculation of the baryon-baryon-
meson coupling constants using as parameters the nucleon-
nucleon-meson couplings and the F/(F + D) ratios. This pro-
vides a strong correlation between the (rich) nucleon-nucleon
and the (scarce) hyperon-nucleon data.
The obtained coupling constants of the BBM vertices are
interpreted studying the predictions of the constituent quark
model (CQM) in the form of the quark-antiquark pair creation
model (QPC). It has been argued that the 3P0 mechanism
[26,27] is dominant over the 3S1 mechanism in lattice QCD
[28]. It turned out that the fitted coupling constants in ESC04
and ESC16 indeed follow mainly the pattern of couplings set
by the 3P0 model. Also, all α = F/(F + D) ratios are required
to deviate no more than 0.1 from the QPC-model predictions
for the BBM- and the BB-meson-pair vertices. Although it
is in principle attractive to study the SU(3) breaking of the
BBM couplings using the QPC model, as has been explored
in ESC04 [6], in ESC16 the couplings are treated as SU(3)-
symmetric. In the Nijmegen soft-core OBE and ESC models
the BBM vertices are described by coupling constants and
Gaussian form factors. Given the fact that in the CQM the
quark wave functions for the baryons are very much like
ground state harmonic oscillator functions, a Gaussian behav-
ior of the form factors is most natural. These form factors
guarantee a soft behavior of the potentials in configuration
space at small distances. The cutoff parameters in the form
factors depend only on the type of meson (pseudoscalar,
vector, etc.). Within a meson SU(3) multiplet we distinguish
between octet and singlet form factors. Since there is singlet-
octet mixing for the I = 0 mesons, we attribute the singlet
and octet cutoff to the dominant singlet or octet particle,
respectively. For the considered nonets the singlet and octet
cutoff’s are the same or close.
In this way we have full predictive power for the S =
−2,−3,−4 baryon-baryon channels, e.g., ,N channels
which involve the singlet {1}-irrep that does not occur in the
NN and YN channels.
Field theory allows both linear and nonlinear realizations
of chiral-symmetry (CS) [29–31]. At low-energy phenomeno-
logically the nonlinear realization is the most economical and
natural. Therefore, we have chosen the pv coupling and not
the ps coupling for the pseudoscalar mesons. This choice
affects some 1/M2 terms in the ps-ps-exchange potential, In
ESC04 we tested mixtures of the pv and ps coupling, but
in ESC16 we use only the pv coupling. In the nonlinear
realization chiral-symmetry for the couplings of the scalar-,
vector-, axial-vector-, etc., mesons is realized through isospin
symmetry SU(2,I) [30,31].
A. Potentials ESC-model
The potentials of the ESC-model are generated by (i)
one-boson-exchange (OBE), (ii) uncorrelated two-meson-
exchange (TME), (iii) meson-pair-exchange (MPE), (iv)
diffractive/multigluon exchange, (v) quark-core effects
(QCE).
(i) The OBE part of the dynamical contents of the ESC16
model is determined by the following meson ex-
changes:
(a) JPC = 0−−: The pseudoscalar-meson nonet
π, η, η′, K with the η − η′ mixing angle θP =
−11.40 [32], close to the Gell-Mann-Okubo
(GMO) quadratic mass formula [33].
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(b) JPC = 1−−: The vector-meson nonet
ρ, φ, K, ω, with the φ-ω mixing angle
θV = 39.10 [32]. This follows from the
quadratic GMO mass formula and is close
to ideal mixing.
(c) JPC = 1++: The axial-vector-meson nonet
a1, f1, K1A, f ′1, with the f1- f ′1 mixing angle
θA = 50.0◦ [34].
(d) JPC = 0++: The scalar-meson nonet a0(962) =
δ, f0(993) = S, κ (861), f0(620) = ε [35]. The
scalar S-ε mixing angle θS = 44.0◦ is fitted
and deviates from the ideal mixing angle θS =
35.26◦. The κ (861) mass is determined via
GMO.
(e) JPC = 1+−: The axial-vector-meson nonet
b1, h1, K1B, h′1 with the h1-h′1 ideal mixing
angle θB = 35.26◦. (Furthermore, K1,A and K1,B
are completely mixed.)
The soft-core approach of the OBE has been given
originally for NN in Ref. [36], and for Y N in Ref. [3].
With respect to these OBE-interactions the ESC-
models contain the modification of the form factor
by introducing a zero for the mesons being P-wave
quark-antiquark states in the CQM: the scalar- and
axial-vector mesons. Such a zero is natural in the
3P0-quark-pair-creation (QPC) [26,27] model for the
coupling of the mesonic quark-antiquark (Q ¯Q) system
to baryons. A consequence of such a zero is that a
bound state in p scattering is less likely to occur.
(ii) The configuration space soft-core uncorrelated two-
meson exchange for NN has been derived in
Refs. [37,38]. Similar to ESC04, also in ESC16 we
use these potentials for ps-ps exchange with a com-
plete SU(3)-symmetric treatment in NN , Y N , and
YY . For example, we include double K exchange
in NN scattering. Since this includes two-pion ex-
change (TPE) the long-range part of the potentials
are represented. Here it is tacitly assumed that other
TME potentials, like ps-vc, ps-sc, etc., are either small
due to cancellations, or can be described adequately
by using effective couplings in the OBE potentials.
When these effective couplings do not deviate from
experimentally determined couplings it may be as-
sumed that the corrections from these other SU(3)
meson-nonets in the TME potentials are small. This is
our working hypothesis for the TME-potentials. From
the point of view of SU(3), since OBE contains only
{8}- and {1}-exchange, TME cannot be represented
completely in terms of OBE. This because TME also
has {27}−, {10}-, and {10∗}-exchange components.
Therefore, the predictions made by the ESC models
could be sensitive to this incompleteness of TME
in the ESC models. At present the BB data and the
hypernuclear data do not give information at this
point.
(iii) Meson-pair exchanges (MPE) have been introduced
in Ref. [1] for NN and described in detail in Ref. [39].
The two-meson-baryon-baryon vertices are the
low-energy approximations of (a) the heavy-meson
and their two-meson decays, and (b) baryon-
resonance contributions 33, etc. [34,39].
(iv) Diffractive contributions to the soft-core poten-
tial have been introduced from the beginning, cf.
Ref. [36]. The pomeron is thought of being related
to an even number of gluon-exchanges. Here we
introduce the odderon potential, which is related to
an odd number of gluon exchanges.
(a) JPC = 0++: The “diffractive” contribution from
the pomeron (P), which is a unitary singlet.
These interactions give a repulsive contribution
to the potentials in all channels of a Gaussian
type.
(b) JPC = 1−−: The “diffractive” contribution from
the odderon (O). The origin of the odderon is
assumed to be purely the exchange of the color-
singlets with an odd number of gluons. Similar
to the pomeron, the odderon potential is taken to
be an SU(3) singlet and of the Gaussian form.
As an explanation of the repulsive character of the
pomeron-potential the following: The JPC is identical
to that for the scalar mesons. Naively, one would
expect an attractive central potential. However, con-
sidering the two-gluon model for the pomeron [40,41]
the two-gluon parallel and crossed diagram contribu-
tions to the BB interaction can be shown to cancel adi-
abatically. The remaining nonadiabatic contribution is
repulsive [42].
(v) Quark-core effects in the soft-core model can supply
extra repulsion, which may be required in some BB
channels. Baryon-baryon studies with the soft-core
OBE and ESC models thus far show that it is difficult
to achieve a strongly enough repulsive short-range
interactions in (i) the +p(I = 3/2, 3S1) and (ii) the
N (I = 1/2, 1S0) channel. The short-range repulsion
in baryon-baryon may in principle come from: (a)
meson- and multi-gluon exchange [5,6], and/or (b)
the occurrence of forbidden six-quark SU(6) states
by the Pauli principle [43–45]. In view of the men-
tioned difficulties, we have developed a phenomeno-
logical method for the ESC model, which enables
us to incorporate this quark-structural effect. This is
an important new ingredient of the here presented
ESC16 model. This structural effect we describe
phenomenologically by Gaussian repulsions, similar
to the pomeron. In the ESC16 model we take the
strength of this repulsion proportional to the weights
of the SU(6) forbidden [51] configuration in the vari-
ous BB channels. This in contrast to ESC08a,b [8,9],
where the quark-core effect is only included in the
BB channels with a dominant occurrence of the [51]
configuration.
B. Nonlocal potentials, SU(3) breaking, and coulomb
As is well known, the nonlocal potentials are inherent to a
relativistic theory, and occur in the central, spin-spin, tensor,
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spin-orbit, etc. potentials. In the ESC-models we include the
nonlocal contributions to the central/spin-spin potentials for
scalar, vector, axial, and diffractive exchanges, as in the OBE
models [3,36]. In addition, for all BB-channels we include
for the pseudoscalar type of potentials, which occur from
pseudoscalar, axial A and B mesons, the nonlocal spin-spin,
and tensor contributions [46]. This, because it turned out
that the nonlocal pion-exchange spin-spin and tensor force is
rather important for achieving a very good fit to the NN data.
The different sources of SU(3) breaking are discussed in
paper II of this series.
As in all Nijmegen models, the Coulomb interaction
is included exactly, for which we solve the multichannel
Schrödinger equation on the physical particle basis. The
nuclear potentials are calculated on the isospin basis. This
means that we include only the so-called “medium strong”
SU(3) breaking and the charge-symmetry breaking (CSB) in
the potentials.
III. ESC-MODEL FORMALISM AND POTENTIALS
The two-body momentum-space integral integral equations
for baryon-baryon have been given in Refs. [5,9]. Here also
the expansion of the scattering amplitude and the potential in
Pauli-invariants V (p′, p) = ∑i=1,8 Vi(p′, p) Pi(p′, p) is given
in detail. The potentials are written in the form
Vi(k2, q2) =
∑
X

(X )
i (k2)(X )(k2, m2,2), (1)
where the momentum transfers k = p′ − p and q = (p′ +
p)/2 with the initial and final state center-of-mass (CM)
momenta p, respectively, p′. For the (X )i (i = 1, 8) we re-
fer again to Refs. [5,9]. Here X denotes the meson type
[pseudoscalar (P), vector (V ), scalar (S), axial-vector (A, B)].
Characteristic for the soft-core models is the Gaussian form
factor, leading for X = P, V, B, being qq¯ s-states, to the
“generalized” Yukawa meson-propagator,
(X )(k2, m2,2) = e−k2/2/(k2 + m2). (2)
Here, m denotes the meson mass, and  is the cutoff. (The
Gaussian cutoff is responsible for the “softness” of the poten-
tials at short distance.) For X = S, A, being qq¯ p-states, there
is a zero in the form factor,
(S)(k2, m2,2) = (1 − k2/U 2)e−k2/2/(k2 + m2), (3)
and for the pomeron and odderon X = D, O, being multigluon
effects,
(D)(k2, m2,2) = 1M2 e
−k2/(4m2P,O ). (4)
Here, M is a scaling mass and set to the proton mass.
In Refs. [5,9] the interaction Hamiltonians for the meson-
baryon-baryon couplings are defined. For OBE the detailed
expressions of the (X )i (i = 1, 6) can be found in Refs. [5,9].
The terms with P7 and P8 have been neglected.
The complete formulas for the potentials in configuration
space are given in Appendix A. These are to be distinguished
from those in given in Refs. [5,9] because of a slightly
different treatment of the local and nonlocal potentials, using
in this work the separation,
Vi(k2, q2) = Via(k2) + Vib(k2)(q2 + k2/4). (5)
A. TME and MPE potentials
For TME only the pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar (TPS) poten-
tials are included like in Refs. [5,9]. In the case of the meson-
pair-exchange (MPE) potentials included are ps-ps, ps-vc,
ps-sc potentials. Because of SU(3) symmetry also for nucleon-
nucleon there are contributions from KK-, KK∗-, Kκ-pairs.
For a more proper appreciation of the short-range physics of
the meson-pair vertices, it is useful to scale the phenomeno-
logical meson-pair baryon-baryon interaction Hamiltonians
differently from the originally used scalings [38,39]. The
Hamiltonians with this new scaling are
HS = ¯ψψ[g(ππ )0ππ + g(σσ )σ 2]/M,
HV = g(ππ )1 [ ¯ψγμτψ](π × ∂μπ/mπ )/M
− f(ππ )1
2M
[ ¯ψσμντψ]∂ν (π × ∂μπ/mπ )/M,
HA = g(πρ)1 [ ¯ψγ5γμτψ]π × ρ/M,
HP = g(πσ )[ ¯ψγ5γμτψ](π∂μσ − σ∂μπ)/(mπM),
HB = ig(πω)[ ¯ψγ5σμντψ]∂ν
(
πφμω
)
/(mπM). (6)
Notice that we systematically scaled the partial derivatives
with mπ .
B. The Schrödinger equation with nonlocal potential
The nonlocal potentials are an essential part of the baryon-
baryon potentials. Without these potentials it is not possi-
ble to obtain a very satisfactory fit to the nucleon-nucleon
data. In Refs. [36,46] the procedure for the solution in the
presence of central, spin-spin, and tensor nonlocal potentials
is described. Since the nonlocal tensor potential affects the
one-pion-exchange potential (OPEP) it is quite important.
Since Ref. [46] is rather unknown, we repeat the treatment
in Appendix B.
IV. ESC COUPLINGS AND THE QPC MODEL
It is observed in Ref. [5] that the ESC-coupling constants
can be understood in the constituent quark model using
the quark-antiquark pair creation process. The 3P0 quark-
antiquark pair-creation (QPC) model [26,27] leads to the
meson-baryon-baryon couplings rather similar to those found
in the fits of the ESC model [5,6]. With an admixture of 3S1
pair creation, the couplings found in the ESC16 model fit very
well in the (3P0 + 3S1) scheme with a ratio 3P0/3S1 = 2 : 1.
A. QPC-model coupling nonstrange mesons
According to the quark-pair-creation (QPC) model, in the
3P0 version [26,27], the baryon-baryon-meson couplings are
given in terms of the quark-pair creation constant γM , and
the radii of the (constituent) Gaussian quark wave functions,
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TABLE I. Pair-creation constant γ as a function of μ.
μ [GeV] αs(μ) γ (μ)
∞ 0.00 1.535
80.0 0.10 1.685
35.0 0.20 1.889
1.05 0.30 2.191
0.55 0.40 2.710
0.40 0.50 3.94
0.35 0.55 5.96
by [27,47]
gBBM(±) = γqq¯ 3√
2
π−3/4 XM (IM, LM , SM , JM ) F (±)M , (7)
where ± = −(−)L f with L f is the orbital angular momentum
of the final BM-state, XM (. . .) is a isospin, spin, etc., recou-
pling coefficient, and
F (+) = 32 (mMRM )+1/2(QPCRM )−2,
F (−) = 32 (mMRM )−1/2(QPCRM )−23
√
2(MM/MB), (8)
are coming from the overlap integrals; see Appendix C. Here,
the superscripts ∓ refer to the parity of the mesons M: (−)
for JPC = 0+−, 1−− and (+) for JPC = 0++, 1++. The radii
of the baryons, in this case nucleons, and the mesons are,
respectively, denoted by RB and RM .
The QPC(3P0) model gives several interesting relations,
such as gω = 3gρ, g = 3ga0 and ga0 ≈ gρ, g ≈ gω. These
relations can be seen most easily by applying the Fierz-
transformation to the 3P0-pair-creation Hamiltonian; see
Appendix C.
From ρ → e+e−, employing the current-field-identities
(CFIs) one can derive, see for example Ref. [48], the following
relation with the QPC model:
fρ =
m3/2ρ√
2|ψρ (0)|
⇔ γ
(
2
3π
)1/2 m3/2ρ
|′ψρ (0)′| , (9)
which, neglecting the difference between the wave functions
on the left- and right-hand side, gives for the pair creation
constant γ → γ0 = 12
√
3π = 1.535. However, since in the
QPC model Gaussian wave functions are used, the qq¯ po-
tential is a harmonic-oscillator one. This does not account
for the 1/r behavior, due to one-gluon-exchange (OGE), at
short distance. This implies an OG correction [49] to the wave
function, which gives for γ [50]
γ = γ0
(
1 − 16
3
α(mM )
π
)−1/2
. (10)
In Table I γ (μ) is shown, Using from Ref. [51] the
parametrization
αs(μ) = 4π/
[
β0 ln
(
μ2/2QCD
)]
, (11)
with QCD = 100 MeV and β0 = 11 − 23 n f for n f = 3, and
taking the typical scale mM ≈ 1 GeV, the above formula
gives γ = 2.19. This value we will use later when comparing
the QPC-model predictions and the ESC16-model coupling
constants.
Equations (8) are valid for the most simple QPC model.
For a realistic description of the coupling constants of the
ESC16-model we include two sophistications: (i) inclusion of
both the 3P0 and the 3S1 mechanism, (ii) inclusion of SU(6)
breaking. For details, see Ref. [52]. For the latter we use the
(56) and (70) SU(6)-irrep mixing [47], and a short-distance
quark-gluon form factor. In Table II we show the 3P0-3S1-
model results and the values obtained in the ESC16 fit. In
this table we fixed γM = 2.19 for the vector-, scalar-, and
axial-vector mesons. From Table I one sees that at the scale
of mM ≈ 1 GeV such a value is reasonable. Here, one has to
realize that the QPC predictions are kind of “bare” couplings,
which allows vertex corrections from meson exchange. For
the pseudoscalar, a different value has to be used, showing
indeed some “running” behavior as expected from QCD. In
Ref. [50], for the decays ρ,  → 2π , etc., it was found γ =
3.33, whereas we have γπ = 5.51. For the mesonic decays of
the charmonium states γ = 1.12. One notices the similarity
between the QPC(3P0)-model predictions and the fitted cou-
plings. Of course, these results are sensitive to the rM values.
We found that for all solutions with a very good χ2NN the rM
values varied by ±0.2 fm.
The ESC16 couplings and the QPC couplings agree very
well. In particular, the SU(6) breaking is improving the
TABLE II. SU(6) breaking in coupling constants, using (56)- and (70)-irrep mixing with angle ϕ = −22◦ for the 3P0 and 3S1 model.
Gaussian quark-gluon cutoff QQG = 986.6 MeV. Ideal mixing for vector and scalar meson nonets. For pseudoscalar and axial nonets the
mixing angles are −11.4◦ and −42.7◦, respectively, imposing the OZI rule. Here, QPC = 259.6 MeV, γ (αs = 0.30) = 2.19, etc. The weights
are A = 0.789 and B = 0.211 for the 3P0 and 3S1, respectively. The values in parentheses in the column QPC denote the results for ϕ = 0◦.
Meson rM [ f m] γM 3S1 3P0 QPC ESC16
π (140) 0.30 5.51 g = −1.37 g = +5.12 3.76 (3.99) 3.65
η′(957) 0.60 2.22 g = −1.61 g = +6.02 4.41 (5.38) 4.32
ρ(770) 0.80 2.37 g = −0.09 g = +0.65 0.57 (0.68) 0.58
ω(783) 0.70 2.35 g = −0.48 g = +3.60 3.12 (3.09) 3.11
a0(962) 0.80 2.22 g = +0.12 g = +0.46 0.59 (0.61) 0.54
(620) 0.70 2.37 g = +0.63 g = +2.35 2.98 (2.98) 2.98
a1(1270) 0.60 2.09 g = −0.09 g = −0.67 −0.76 (−0.77) − 0.82
f1(1285) 0.60 2.09 g = −0.08 g = −0.60 −0.68 (−0.69) − 0.76
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agreement significantly. All this strengthens the claim that the
ESC16 couplings are realistic ones.
B. ESC potentials and the constituent quark model
The calculation of Table II uses the constituent quark
model (CQM) in the SU(6) version of Ref. [27]. Since this cal-
culation implicity uses the direct coupling of the mesons to the
quarks, it defines the QQM vertex. Then, OBE potentials can
be derived by folding meson exchange with the quark wave
functions of the baryons. prescribed by the Dirac structure,
at the baryon level the vertices have in Pauli-spinor space the
1/MB expansion,
u¯(p′, s′)u(p, s) = χ ′†s′
{
bb + bs σ · pE + M −
σ · p′
E ′ + M ′ sb
− σ · p
E + M ss
σ · p′
E ′ + M ′ sb
}
χs
≡
∑
l
c
(l )
BB [χ ′†s′ Ol (p′, p) χs] (
√
M ′M )αl
× (l = bb, bs, sb, ss). (12)
This expansion is general and does not depend on the internal
structure of the baryon. A similar expansion can be made
on the quark level, but now with quark masses mQ and
coefficients c(l )QQ. It appears that in the CQM, i.e., mQ = MB/3,
the QQM-vertices can be chosen such that the ratios c(l )QQ/c(l )BB
are constant for each type of meson [53]. Then, by scaling the
couplings these coefficients can be made equal. (Ipso facto
this defines a meson-exchange quark-quark interaction.) This
shows that the use of the QPC model is consistent with the
1/M expansion.
V. ESC16 MODEL: FITTING NN ⊕ Y N ⊕ YY DATA
In the simultaneous χ2 fit of the NN , Y N , and YY data
a single set of parameters was used, which means the same
parameters for all BB channels. The input NN data are the
same as in Ref. [5], and we refer the reader to this paper for a
description of the employed phase shift analysis [11,12]. Note
that in addition to the NN phases, including their correlations,
in the ESC16 model also the NN low-energy parameters and
the deuteron binding energy are fitted. The Y N data are those
used in Ref. [6] with the addition of higher energy data, see
paper II. Of course, it is to be expected that the accurate and
very numerous NN data essentially fix most of the parameters.
Only some of the parameters, for example, certain F/(F + D)
ratios, are quite influenced by the Y N data. In the fitting
procedure the following constraints are applied: (i) A strong
restriction imposed on Y N models is the absence of S = −1
bound states. (ii) During the fitting process sometimes con-
straints are imposed in the form of “pseudodata” for some Y N
scattering lengths. These constraints are based on experiences
with Nijmegen Y N models in the past or to impose constraints
from the G-matrix results. In some cases it is necessary to
add some extra weight of the Y N-scattering data with respect
to the NN data in the fitting process. (iii) After obtaining
a solution for the scattering data the corresponding model
is tested by checking the corresponding G-matrix results for
the well depths for U > 0 and U < 0, and sufficient s-
wave spin splitting in the U. If not satisfactory we refit
the scattering data, etc. This iterative process implements the
constraints from the G-matrix well-depths results and plays a
vital role in obtaining the final results of the combined fit. (For
the G-matrix approach to hyperon-nucleus systems, see, e.g.,
Ref. [54].) The fitting process is discussed more elaborately in
paper II.
The χ2 is a very shallow function of the quark-core pa-
rameter, which influences only the Y N and YY channels.
Accordingly solutions have been obtained using different
assumptions about the quark-core effects, all with a strength
of about 25% of the total diffractive contribution. In previous
work [9], models ESC08a and ESC08a′′, the solutions were
obtained by assuming quark-core effects only for the chan-
nels where the [51] component is dominant: +p(3S1, I =
3/2), N (1S0, I = 1/2), and N (1S0, I = 1). The solution
ESC16 is obtained by application of the quark-core effects
according to Eq. (8.4) in Ref. [9], see paper II for a full
description of the Pauli-blocking scheme.
Like in the NN fit, described in Ref. [5], also in the simul-
taneous χ2 fit of the NN and Y N data, it appeared again that
the OBE couplings could be constrained successfully by the
“naive” predictions of the QPC model [26,27]. Although these
predictions, see Sec. IV, are “bare” ones, we tried to keep
during the searches many OBE couplings in the neighborhood
of the QPC values. Also, it appeared that we could either
fix the F/(F + D) ratios to those as suggested by the QPC
model or apply the same restraining strategy as for the OBE
couplings.
A. Fitted BB parameters
The treatment of the broad mesons ρ and  is similar
to that in the OBE models [3,36]. For the ρ meson the
same parameters are used as in these references. However,
for the  = f0(620) we take in this work the mass m =
620 MeV and width  = 464 MeV. Using the the Bryan-
Gersten “dipole” parameters [55] for the two-pole approxima-
tion we get: m1 = 455.15919 MeV, m2 = 1158.56219 MeV
and β1 = 0.28193, β2 = 0.71807. Other meson masses are
given in Table III. The sensitivity for the values of the cutoff
masses of the η and η′ is very weak. Therefore, we have set
the {1}-cutoff mass for the pseudoscalar nonet equal to that
for the {8}. Likewise, for the two nonets of the axial-vector
mesons, see Table III. Furthermore, we experience a rather
shallow dependence on the value of αP in the range 0.33–0.40.
Therefore, we put it at the Cabibbo-theory value 0.365.
Summarizing the parameters we have for baryon-baryon
(BB): (i) NN meson couplings: fNNπ , fNNη′ , gNNρ, gNNω,
fNNρ, fNNω, gNNa0 , gNN , gNNa1 , fNNa1 , gNN f ′1 , fNN f ′1 , fNNb1 ,fNNh′1 , (ii) F/(F + D) ratios: αmV , αA, (iii) NN pair cou-
plings: gNN (ππ )1 , fNN (ππ )1 , gNN (πρ)1 , gNNπω, gNNπη, gNNπ ,
(iv) diffractive couplings and masslike parameters gNNP,
gNNO, fNNO, mP, mO, (v) cutoff masses: P8 = P1 = B8 =
B1 , 
V
8 , 
V
1 , 
S
8, 
S
1, and A8 = A1 .
The pair coupling gNN (ππ )0 was kept fixed at zero. Note that
in the interaction Hamiltonians of the pair-couplings Eq. (6)
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TABLE III. Meson couplings and parameters employed in the
ESC16 potentials. Coupling constants are at k2 = 0. An asterisk
denotes that the coupling constant is constrained via SU(3). The
masses and ’s are given in MeV.
Meson Mass g/
√
4π f /√4π 
π 138.04 0.2684 1030.96
η 547.45 0.1368* ′′
η′ 957.75 0.3181 ′′
ρ 768.10 0.5793 3.7791 680.79
φ 1019.41 − 1.2384* 2.8878* ′′
ω 781.95 3.1149 − 0.5710 734.21
a1 1270.00 − 0.8172 − 1.6521 1034.13
f1 1420.00 0.5147 4.4754 ′′
f ′1 1285.00 − 0.7596 − 4.4179 ′′
b1 1235.00 − 2.2598 1030.96
h1 1380.00 − 0.0830* ′′
h′1 1170.00 − 1.2386 ′′
a0 962.00 0.5393 830.42
f0 993.00 − 1.5766* ′′
ε 620.00 2.9773 1220.28
Pomeron 212.06 2.7191
Odderon 268.81 4.1637 − 3.8859
the partial derivatives are scaled by mπ , and there is a scaling
mass M = MN .
The ESC model described here is fully consistent with
SU(3) symmetry using a straightforward extension of the
NN model to Y N and YY . This is the case for the OBE
and TPS potentials, as well as for the pair potentials. For
example, g(πρ)1 = gA8V P, and besides (πρ) pairs one sees
also that KK∗(I = 1) and KK∗(I = 0) pairs contribute to the
NN potentials. All F/(F + D) ratios are taken as fixed with
heavy-meson saturation in mind. The approximation we have
made in this paper is to neglect the baryon mass differences
in the TPS potentials, i.e., we put m = m = mN . This is
because we have not yet worked out the formulas for the
inclusion of these mass differences, which is straightforward
in principle.
B. Coupling constants, F/(F + D) ratios, and mixing angles
The ESC16 meson masses, cutoff parameters, and (fitted)
meson-nucleon-nucleon couplings are shown in Table III. No-
tice that the axial-vector couplings for the B-mesons are scaled
with mB1 . For the pseudoscalar, vector, and scalar mesons the
mixing, as well as the handling of the diffractive potentials,
has been described elsewhere, see, e.g., Refs. [3,10].
In paper II [15] the SU(3) singlet and octet couplings
are listed, and also the F/(F + D) ratios and mixing angles.
Also the Pauli-blocking effect parameter aPB, described in
Ref. [9], Sec. VIII, for ESC16 is given. As mentioned above,
we searched for solutions where all OBE couplings are com-
patible with the QPC predictions. This time the QPC model
contains a mixture of the 3P0 and 3S1 mechanism, whereas in
Ref. [5] only the 3P0 mechanism was considered. For the pair
couplings all F/(F + D) ratios were fixed to the predictions
of the QPC model.
TABLE IV. Pair-meson coupling constants employed in the
ESC16 MPE potentials. Coupling constants are at k2 = 0. The
F/(F+D) ratio are QPC predictions, except that α(πω) = αP, which
is very close to QPC.
JPC SU(3)-irrep (αβ ) g/4π F/(F + D)
0++ {1} g(ππ )0 – –
0++ ′′ g(σσ ) – –
0++ {8}s g(πη) − 0.6894 1.000
1−− {8}a g(ππ )1 0.2519 1.000
f (ππ )1 − 1.7762 0.400
1++ ′′ g(πρ )1 5.7017 0.400
1++ ′′ g(πσ ) − 0.3899 0.400
1++ ′′ g(πP) – –
1+− {8}s g(πω) − 0.3287 0.365
One notices that all the BBM α’s have values rather close
to that which are expected from the QPC model. In the
ESC16 solution, αA ≈ 0.383, which is close to αA ∼ 0.4.
As in previous works, e.g., Ref. [36], αeV = 1 is kept fixed.
Above, we remarked that the axial-nonet parameters may be
sensitive to whether or not the heavy pseudoscalar nonet with
the π (1300) are included.
In Table IV we listed the fitted Pair couplings for the MPE
potentials. We recall that only one-pair graphs are included,
to avoid double counting; see Ref. [5]. The F/(F + D) ratios
are all fixed, assuming heavy-boson domination of the pair
vertices. The ratios are taken from the QPC model for Q ¯Q
systems with the same quantum numbers as the dominating
boson. For example, the α parameter for the axial (πρ)1
pair could be fixed at the quark-model prediction 0.40; see
Table IV. The BB-pair couplings are calculated, assuming
unbroken SU(3) symmetry, from the NN-pair coupling and
the F/(F + D) ratio using SU(3). Unlike in Refs. [38,39],
we did not fix pair couplings using a theoretical model, e.g.,
based on heavy-meson saturation and chiral-symmetry. So, in
addition to the 14 parameters used in Refs. [38,39] we now
have six pair-coupling fit parameters. In Table IV the fitted
pair couplings are given. Note that the (ππ )0 coupling gets
a nonzero contribution from the {8s}-pairs, giving g(ππ )0 =
−0.688/2 ≈ −0.34, which is opposite in sign compared to the
result in Refs. [38,39]. The f(ππ )1 -pair coupling has the oppo-
site sign as compared to Refs. [38,39]. In a model with a more
complex and realistic meson dynamics [34] this coupling is
predicted as found in the present ESC fit. The (πρ)1 coupling
is large as expected from A1 saturation; see Refs. [38,39].
We conclude that the pair couplings are in general not well
understood quantitatively and deserve more study.
In Table III we show the OBE-coupling constants and the
Gaussian cutoffs . The used α =: F/(F + D) ratios for the
OBE couplings are: pseudoscalar mesons αP = 0.365,
vector mesons αeV = 1.0, αmV = 0.4655, scalar-mesons
αS = 1.0, and axial mesons αA = 0.3830 and αB = 0.4.
In Table IV we show the MPE-coupling constants. The used
α =: F/(F + D) ratios for the MPE couplings are: (πη) pairs
α({8s}) = 1.0, (ππ )1 pairs αeV ({8}a) = 1.0, αmV ({8}a) =
0.400, and the (πρ)1 pairs αA({8}a) = 0.400. The (πω) pairs
α({8s}) has been set equal to αP = 0.365.
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TABLE V. ESC16 nuclear-bar pp and np phases in degrees.
Tlab 0.38 1 5 10 25 50 100 150 215 320
1S0(np) 54.57 62.02 63.47 59.72 50.48 39.82 25.45 15.11 4.65 −8.34
1S0 14.62 32.62 54.75 55.16 48.67 38.97 25.06 14.85 4.44 −8.53
3S1 159.39 147.77 118.25 102.72 80.81 63.03 43.62 31.27 19.58 5.83
1 0.03 0.11 0.68 1.17 1.82 2.15 2.50 2.94 3.64 4.93
3P0 0.02 0.14 1.61 3.81 8.81 11.80 9.68 4.83 −1.86 −11.73
3P1 −0.01 −0.08 −0.89 −2.04 −4.89 −8.29 −13.28 −17.35 −21.87 −27.90
1P1 −0.05 −0.19 −1.50 −3.07 −6.39 −9.81 −14.65 −18.75 −23.38 −29.44
3P2 0.00 0.02 0.22 0.67 2.51 5.80 10.90 14.04 16.24 17.07
2 −0.00 −0.00 −0.05 −0.20 −0.81 −1.71 −2.71 −2.99 −2.84 −2.18
3D1 −0.00 −0.01 −0.18 −0.68 −2.83 −6.51 −12.40 −16.69 −20.72 −25.04
3D2 0.00 0.01 0.22 0.85 3.70 8.93 17.22 22.15 24.99 25.05
1D2 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.17 0.69 1.70 3.78 5.70 7.64 9.20
3D3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.24 1.17 2.31 3.61 4.86
3 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.08 0.55 1.59 3.46 4.81 5.97 6.99
3F2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.11 0.34 0.80 1.10 1.14 0.39
3F3 −0.00 −0.00 −0.01 −0.03 −0.23 −0.67 −1.46 −2.06 −2.66 −3.50
1F3 −0.00 −0.00 −0.01 −0.06 −0.41 −1.10 −2.11 −2.77 −3.46 −4.69
3F4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.12 0.51 1.04 1.80 3.00
4 −0.00 −0.00 −0.00 −0.00 −0.05 −0.19 −0.53 −0.83 −1.13 −1.46
3G3 −0.00 −0.00 −0.00 −0.00 −0.05 −0.26 −0.93 −1.73 −2.77 −4.17
3G4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.17 0.71 2.11 3.52 5.17 7.28
1G4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.15 0.41 0.69 1.06 1.70
3G5 −0.00 −0.00 −0.00 −0.00 −0.01 −0.05 −0.16 −0.25 −0.28 −0.19
5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.20 0.70 1.22 1.83 2.62
VI. ESC16 MODEL, NN RESULTS
A. Nucleon-nucleon fit, low-energy, and phase parameters
The NN-fitting procedure is discussed in detail in Ref. [5].
The model is fitted to the 1993 Nijmegen representation of
the χ2 hypersurface of the NN scattering data below Tlab =
350 MeV [11,12]. Also, the low-energy parameters are fitted
for pp, np, and nn. Furthermore, simultaneously the Y N data
are fitted, using the same set of parameters. As a result, we
obtained for ESC16 for the phase shifts χ2/Ndata = 1.10. For
a comparison with Ref. [5], and for use of this model for the
description of NN , we give in Table V the nuclear-bar phases
for pp in case I = 1, and for np in the case of 1S0(I = 1) and
the I = 0 phases.
The deuteron has been included in the fitting proce-
dure, as well as the low-energy parameters. The fitted
binding energy EB = 2.224636 MeV, which is very close
to EB(experiment) = 2.224644 MeV. The charge-symmetry
breaking is described phenomenologically by having next to
gρnn free couplings for gρnp and gρpp. This phenomenological
treatment is successful for the various NN channels, espe-
cially for the np(1S0, I = 1) phases, which were included in
the NN fit.
We emphasize that we use the single-energy (s.e.) phases
and χ2 surface [12] as a means to fit the NN data. The
multi-energy (m.e.) phases of the PW-analysis [11] in
Figs. 1–4 are the dashed lines in these figures. One notices that
the central value of the s.e. phases do not correspond to the
m.e. phases in general, illustrating that there has been a certain
amount of noise fitting in the s.e. PW-analysis, see, e.g., 1
and 1P1 at Tlab = 100 MeV. The m.e. PW-analysis reaches
χ2/Ndata = 0.99, using 39 phenomenological parameters plus
normalization parameters. The related phenomenological
PW-potentials NijmI,II and Reid93 [57], with, respectively,
41, 47, and 50 parameters, turn out all with χ2/Ndata = 1.04.
This should be compared to the ESC-model, which has
χ2/Ndata = 1.10 using for NN 32 meson related parameters.
These are 14 QPC-constrained meson-nucleon-nucleon
couplings, 6 meson-pair-nucleon-nucleon couplings, 6
Gaussian cutoff parameters, 3 diffractive couplings, and
2 diffractive mass parameters. The three remaining fitting
parameters [2 F/(F+D) ratios and the Pauli blocking fraction]
are mainly or totally determined by the Y N fit. From the
figures it is obvious that the ESC model deviates from the
m.e. PW analysis in particular at the highest energy.
In Table VI the results for the low-energy parameters are
given. To discriminate between the 1S0 wave for pp, np,
and nn, we introduced some charge independence breaking
by taking gppρ = gnpρ = gnnρ . With this device we fitted the
difference between the 1S0(pp) and 1S0(np) phases, and the
different scattering lengths and effective ranges as well. We
found gnpρ = 0.5427, gppρ = 0.5932, which are not far from
gnnρ = 0.5793; see Table III. The NN low-energy parame-
ters are described very well; see Table VI. Here, with the
exception of ann and rnn the experimental values are taken
from the compilation given in Ref. [58]. For ann(1S0) we
have used in the fitting the value from an investigation of the
n-p and n-n final state interaction in the 2H (n, nnp) reaction
at 13 MeV [59]. The value for ann(1S0) is still somewhat
in discussion. Another recent determination [60] obtained,
e.g., ann(1S0) = −16.27 ± 0.40 fm. The ESC16 model has the
value −17.78 fm which is in between these values. Although
the values from Ref. [58] are not recent, here they still give
an adequate presentation since this ESC model is not detailed
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FIG. 1. Solid line: proton-proton I = 1 phase shifts in degrees
vs. Tlab in MeV for the ESC16-model. The dashed line: the multi-
energy (m.e.) phases of the Nijmegen93 PW-analysis [11]. The black
dots: the single energy (s.e.) phases of the Nijmegen93 PW-analysis.
The diamonds: Bugg s.e. [56].
study of the low-energy parameters. For a discussion of the
theoretical and experimental situation with respect to these
low-energy parameters, see Ref. [61]. The binding energy
of the deuteron is fitted excellently. The electric quadrupole
moment result is typical for models without meson-exchange
current effects. Further properties of the deuteron in this
model are: PD = 6.15%, D/S = 0.025698, N2G = 0.771658,
and ρ−,− = 1.725857. In Table VII details on the χ2 con-
tributions are given. Here, χ2 denotes the accressence in χ2
of the ESC-model w.r.t. the phase shift ananlysis [11,12].
B. Nucleon-nucleon potentials1
The nucleon-nucleon OBE, TPS, and pair potentials are
qualitatively rather similar in character as the hyperon-
1FORTRAN code ESC2016/NNPOTESC16, Open-access web-
site, NN-Online: http://nn-online.org.
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FIG. 2. Solid line: proton-proton I = 1 phase shifts in degrees
vs. Tlab in MeV for the ESC16 model. The dashed line: the m.e.
phases of the Nijmegen93 PW analysis [11]. The black dots: the s.e.
phases of the Nijmegen93 PW analysis. The diamonds: Bugg s.e.
[56].
nucleon potentials, which are shown in Ref. [6] for the ESC04
model. Therefore, we refer the reader to this cited Y N paper
for pictures of the potentials. The odderon and the derivative
axial-vector coupling, and the nonlocal pseudoscalar type i
spin-spin and tensor potentials are added.
The odderon potential is a novel feature of ESC16 model.
In Fig. 5 the central and spin-orbit potentials are shown.
The spin-spin, tensor, and quadratic spin-orbit potentials are
very small. One notices from this figure that the pomeron
potential is like an “antiscalar” potential, whereas the odd-
eron is a normal vector-exchange potential. Note the strong
cancellation in the spin-orbit giving a negligible summed
contribution. The upshot is a universal central repulsion from
the pomeron+odderon. In ESC models the strength of the
pomeron is related to that of the ε. The pomeron curve in
Fig. 5 corresponds to a fit with ε = f0(760), whereas in this
paper we have ε = f0(620). This results in weaker couplings
of ε, ω, and pomeron, reducing the strength of the pomeron
by ≈ 2/3.
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FIG. 3. Solid line: neutron-proton I = 0, and the I = 1 1S0(NP)
phase shifts in degrees vs. Tlab in MeV for the ESC16 model. The
dashed line: the m.e. phases of the Nijmegen93 PW analysis [11].
The black dots: the s.e. phases of the Nijmegen93 PW analysis. The
diamonds: Bugg s.e. [56].
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The ESC approach to baryon-baryon (BB) interactions is
a meson-exchange model with (physical) form factors. Here,
besides pseudoscalar also vector, scalar, and axial-vector
mesons are included, which is important for an accurate de-
scription of the phase shifts at the higher energies. Also, in this
approach flavor SU(3) (broken) symmetry can be incorporated
to connect the different BB channels. Since [5,9] discussed
already the general overall features of the ESC approach,
TABLE VI. ESC16 low-energy parameters: S-wave scattering
lengths and effective ranges, deuteron binding energy EB, and
electric quadrupole Qe. Experimental values and references; see
Refs. [58,59]. The asterisk denotes that the low-energy parameters
were not searched.
experimental data ESC16
app(1S0 ) −7.828 ± 0.008 −7.7718
rpp(1S0 ) 2.800 ± 0.020 2.7612*
anp(1S0 ) −23.748 ± 0.010 −23.7346
rnp(1S0) 2.750 ± 0.050 2.6992*
ann(1S0 ) −18.63 ± 0.48 −17.783
rnn(1S0) 2.860 ± 0.15 2.8301*
anp(3S1) 5.424 ± 0.004 5.4396*
rnp(3S1) 1.760 ± 0.005 1.7488*
EB −2.224644 ± 0.000046 −2.224636
Qe 0.286 ± 0.002 0.2727
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FIG. 4. Solid line: neutron-proton I = 0 phase shifts in degrees
vs. Tlab in MeV for the ESC16 model. The dashed line: the m.e.
phases of the Nijmegen93 PW-analysis [11]. The black dots: the s.e.
phases of the Nijmegen93 PW-analysis. The diamonds: Bugg s.e.
[56].
we restrict ourselves to some particular remarks and recent
developments.
A presentation of the potentials, valid at low energies, can
be obtained by making a low-t expansion of the vector, etc.,
meson propagators and form factors giving contact terms.
This would be similar to the EFT approach [62]. It is to
be noted that in the ESC approach a successful description
of both the NN- and YN-scattering data is obtained with
meson-baryon coupling parameters that can be understood
within the QPC model. This is particularly the case for the
F/(F + D) ratios of the OBE and MPE interactions, making it
unnecessary to introduce extra parameters for the meson-pair
vertices. Also, the QPC model treats the scalar mesons on
an equal footing with the pseudoscalar, vector, etc., mesons,
i.e., as a quark-antiquark bound state. Apart from its role in
ππ and πK scattering, the f0(620) has been shown to be
present in relativistic nuclear scattering as well [63]. We note
that by studying the relation between the QPC processes and
the BBM couplings, we determined the ratio γ (3P0)/γ (3S1) =
2 : 1. In the literature, the 3P0-QPC and the 3S1-QPC in the
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FIG. 5. Pomeron (p) and odderon (o) central- and spin-orbit
potentials.
SCQCD [18] has been studied in Refs. [64] and [65], respec-
tively. In this paper we give therefore an estimation of the
relative importance of the QPC processes. At the same time
we comply with the strong constraint of no bound states in the
S = −1 systems.
In fitting the NN data the Nijmegen PWA(1993) is used.
Although phase shift analyses, with a more extended data base
comprising more recent data, e.g., Ref. [66], are available in
principle, we expect apart from fine-tuning no major changes.
For example, it appeared that measured spin correlations
like Axx and Ayy from Ref. [67], respectively, Ref. [68], are
successfully described by PWA(1993). In Fig. 2 of Ref. [66]
the Granada phase shifts are compared to the Nijmegen
PWA(1993). From this figure it is clear that both analyses
overlap very strongly.
As is well known, the experimental nuclear saturation
properties, the density ρN , the binding energy per nucleon
E/A, and the compression modulus K, cannot be reproduced
TABLE VII. ESC16 χ 2 and χ 2 per datum at the ten energy bins
for the Nijmegen93 partial-wave analysis. Ndata lists the number of
data within each energy bin. The bottom line gives the results for the
total 0–350 MeV interval. The χ 2 accrescence for the ESC model is
denoted by χ 2 and χˆ 2, respectively.
Tlab Ndata χ 20 χ 2 χˆ 20 χˆ 20
0.383 144 137.555 18.7 0.960 0.130
1 68 38.019 57.3 0.560 0.843
5 103 82.226 7.5 0.800 0.073
10 290 257.995 29.8 1.234 0.103
25 352 272.197 32.6 0.773 0.093
50 571 538.522 33.5 0.957 0.059
100 399 382.499 20.9 0.959 0.052
150 676 673.055 82.6 0.996 0.122
215 756 754.525 132.7 0.998 0.176
320 954 945.379 254.1 0.991 0.266
Total 4313 4081.971 669.8 0.948 0.153
FIG. 6. Triple- and quartic-pomeron three- and four-body
interactions.
quantitatively with nuclear two-body interactions only; see,
e.g., Ref. [69]. The inclusion of many-nucleon interactions is
essential for giving the correct energy curve E (ρN ). Here, the
three-nucleon interaction, composed of an attractive (TNA)
and a repulsive (TNR) part, seems to be most important.
Soft-core two-baryon potentials lead to a too soft equation
of state (EoS). For example, ESC16 gives for the mass of
the neutron star 1.35M [70], implying for this model the
necessity for a TNR contribution. Furthermore, at high den-
sities hyperon-mixing in neutron-star matter brings about a
significant softening of the EoS, which gives a reduction of
the TNR effect for the maximum mass [71–73]. To com-
pensate for this adverse effect Nishizaki, Takatsuka, and one
of the authors (Y.Y.) [73] made the conjecture that there
is a three-baryon repulsion (TBR) that operates universally
for YNN and YYN as well as for NNN . In QCD the gluons
are flavor blind and therefore it is natural to relate this
universal TBR to multigluon exchange. Because in QCD
the pomeron is a (nonperturbative) multigluon effect, which
gives repulsion at low energies, we associate TBR with
triple and quartic pomeron exchange [74,75], as illustrated in
Fig. 6.
Then, to stiffen the EoS, together with a phenomenological
TNA, we include in the G-matrix matter calculations with
ESC16 the universal repulsive multi-gluon three-body (and
four-body) forces in the form of the multipomeron exchange
potential (MPP) [9,76,77]. As demonstrated in Refs. [78–81],
the inclusion of TNA+MPP gives the proper nuclear satura-
tion point and makes the EoS of neutron matter stiff enough
to assure the large observed values of two massive neutron
stars with mass 1.97 ± 0.04M for PSR J1614-2230 [82]
and 2.01 ± 0.04M for PSR J0348+0432 [83]. So, with the
introduction of TNA+MPP three things are achieved: (i) the
right nuclear saturation point, (ii) the proper description of the
neutron star masses, and moreover (iii) better hyperonic well
depth’s UY for Y = , (see the companion paper II).
The combined fit for NN and Y N is extremely good in
ESC16. It is for the first time that the quality of the NN fit
does not suffer from the inclusion of the Y N data. The N
p-waves seem to be better, which is the result of the truly
simultaneous NN + Y N fitting. This is also reflected in the
better Scheerbaum K-value [84], making the well-known
small spin-orbit splitting smaller; see Ref. [85].
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Finally, it is important to stress the role of the information
on hypernuclei in our analysis. In the simultaneous fit to the
NN and Y N data the G-matrix results for hypernuclei con-
strained the possible solutions. Namely, conditions imposed
on the ESC16 solutions are: (i) no BB-bound states, (ii) Uss >
1 and U > 0.
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APPENDIX A: ONE-BOSON-EXCHANGE INTERACTIONS IN CONFIGURATION SPACE I
In configuration space the BB interactions are described by potentials of the general form2
V = VC (r) + Vσ (r)σ1 · σ2 + VT (r)S12 + VSO(r)L · S + VQ(r)Q12 + VASO(r)12 (σ1 − σ2) · L
− 1
2MY MN
(∇2V n.l.(r) + V n.l.(r)∇2), (A1a)
V n.l. = {ϕC (r) + ϕσ (r)σ1 · σ2 + ϕT (r)S12}, (A1b)
where
S12 = 3(σ1 · rˆ)(σ2 · rˆ) − (σ1 · σ2), (A2a)
Q12 = 12 [(σ1 · L)(σ2 · L) + (σ2 · L)(σ1 · L)]. (A2b)
For the basic functions for the Fourier transforms with Gaussian form factors, we refer to Refs. [3,36].
(a) Pseudoscalar-meson-exchange:
VPS(r) = m4π
[
f P13 f P24
(
m
mπ+
)2(1
3
(σ1 · σ2) φ1C + S12φ0T
)]
, (A3a)
V n.l.PS (r) = −
m
4π
[
f P13 f P24
(
m2
2m2
π+
)(
1
3
(σ1 · σ2) φ1C + S12φ0T
)]
. (A3b)
(b) Vector-meson exchange:
VV (r) = m4π
({
gV13g
V
24
[
φ0C +
m2
2MY MN
φ1C
]
+
[
gV13 f V24
m2
4MMN + f
V
13g
V
24
m2
4MMY
]
φ1C + f V13 f V24
m4
16M2MY MN φ
2
C
}
+ m
2
6MY MN
{[(
gV13 + f V13
MY
M
)(
gV24 + f V24
MN
M
)]
φ1C + f V13 f V24
m2
8M2 φ
2
C
}
(σ1 · σ2)
− m
2
4MY MN
{[(
gV13 + f V13
MY
M
)(
gV24 + f V24
MN
M
)]
φ0T + f V13 f V24
m2
8M2 φ
1
T
}
S12
− m
2
MY MN
{[
3
2
gV13g
V
24 +
(
gV13 f V24 + f V13gV24
)√MY MN
M
]
φ0SO +
3
8
f V13 f V24
m2
M2 φ
1
SO
}
L · S
+ m
4
16M2Y M2N
{[
gV13g
V
24 + 4
(
gV13 f V24 + f V13gV24
)√MY MN
M + 8 f
V
13 f V24
MY MN
M2
]}
·
× 3(mr)2 φ
0
T Q12−
m2
MY MN
{[(
gV13g
V
24− f V13 f V24
m2
M2
)(M2N − M2Y )
4MY MN
−(gV13 f V24 − f V13gV24)√MY MNM
]
φ0SO
}
1
2
(σ1 − σ2) · L
)
,
(A4a)
V n.l.V (r) =
m
4π
(
3
2
gV13g
V
24 φ
0
C +
m2
6MY MN
{[(
gV13 + f V13
MY
M
)(
gV24 + f V24
MN
M
)]
φ1C
}
(σ1 · σ2)
− m
2
4MY MN
{[(
gV13 + f V13
MY
M
)(
gV24 + f V24
MN
M
)]
φ0T
}
S12
)
. (A4b)
Note: the spin-spin and tensor nonlocal terms are not included in ESC16.
2The relation with the nonlocal φ(r) function defined in Ref. [36], Eq. (35), and the V n.l. (r) is φ(r) = [2Mred/(2MY MN )] V n.l. (r).
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(c) Scalar-meson exchange:
VS (r) = − m4π
(
gS13g
S
24
{[
φ0C −
m2
4MY MN
φ1C
]
+ m
2
2MY MN
φ0SO L · S +
m4
16M2Y M2N
3
(mr)2 φ
0
T Q12
+ m
2
MY MN
[(
M2N − M2Y
)
4MY MN
]
φ0SO
1
2
(σ1 − σ2) · L
})
, (A5a)
V n.l.S (r) =
m
4π
[
1
2
gS13g
S
24 φ
0
C
]
. (A5b)
(d) Axial-vector-meson exchange JPC = 1++:
VA(r) = − m4π
({
gA13g
A
24
(
φ0C +
2m2
3MY MN
φ1C
)
+ m
2
6MY MN
(
gA13 f A24
MN
M + f
A
13g
A
24
MY
M
)
φ1C + f A13 f A24
m4
12MY MNM2 φ
2
C
}
(σ1 · σ2)
− m
2
4MY MN
{[
gA13g
A
24 − 2
(
gA13 f A24
MN
M + f
A
13g
A
24
MY
M
)]
φ0T − f A13 f A24
m2
M2 φ
1
T
}
S12
+ m
2
2MY MN
gA13g
A
24
{
φ0SO L · S +
m2
MY MN
[(
M2N − M2Y
)
4MY MN
]
φ0SO
1
2
(σ1 − σ2) · L
})
, (A6a)
V n.l.A (r) = −
m
4π
[
3
2
gA13g
A
24 φ
0
C (σ1 · σ2)
]
. (A6b)
(e) Axial-vector-meson exchange JPC = 1+−:
VB(r) = − m4π
(MN + MY )2
m2
{
f B13 f B24
[
m2
12MY MN
(
φ1C +
m2
4MY MN
φ2C
)
(σ1 · σ2) + m
2
4MY MN
(
φ0T +
m2
4MY MN
φ1T
)
S12
]}
, (A7a)
V n.l.B (r) = −
m
4π
3(MN + MY )2
8m2
{
f B13 f B24
[(
1
3
σ1 · σ2 φ1C + S12 φ0T
)]}
. (A7b)
(f) Pomeron exchange:
VP(r) = mP4π
[
gP13g
P
24
4√
π
m2P
M2
({
1 + m
2
P
2MY MN
(
3 − 2m2Pr2
)+ m2P
MY MN
L · S +
(
m2P
2MY MN
)2
Q12
+ m
2
P
MY MN
[(
M2N − M2Y
)
4MY MN
]
· 1
2
(σ1 − σ2) · L
}
e−m
2
Pr
2
)]
, (A8a)
V n.l.D (r) = −
m
4π
[
1
2
e−m
2
Pr
2
]
. (A8b)
(g) Odderon-exchange:
VO,C (r) = +g
O
13g
O
24
4π
8√
π
m5O
M4
[(
3 − 2m2Or2
)− m2O
MY MN
(
15 − 20m2Or2 + 4m4Or4
)]
exp
(− m2Or2), (A9a)
V n.l.O (r) = −
gO13gO24
4π
8√
π
m5O
M4
3
4MY MN
{∇2[(3 − 2m2Or2) exp (− m2Or2)]+ [(3 − 2m2Or2) exp (− m2Or2)]∇2}, (A9b)
VO,σ (r) = −g
O
13g
O
24
4π
8
3
√
π
m5O
M4
m2O
MY MN
[
15 − 20m2Or2 + 4m4Or4
]
exp
(− m2Or2)(1 + κO13 MYM
)(
1 + κO24
MN
M
)
, (A9c)
VO,T (r) = −g
O
13g
O
24
4π
8
3
√
π
m5O
M4
m2O
MY MN
m2Or
2[7 − 2m2Or2] exp (− m2Or2)(1 + κO13 MYM
)(
1 + κO24
MN
M
)
, (A9d)
VO,SO(r) = −g
O
13gO24
4π
8√
π
m5O
M4
m2O
MY MN
[
5 − 2m2Or2
]
exp
(− m2Or2) · {3 + (κO13 + κO24)√MY MNM
}
, (A9e)
VO,Q(r) = +g
O
13gO24
4π
2√
π
m5O
M4
m4O
M2Y M2N
[
7 − 2m2Or2
]
exp
(− m2Or2){1 + 4(κO13 + κO24)√MY MNM + 8κ13κ24 MY MNM2
}
, (A9f)
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VO,ASO(r) = −g
O
13gO24
4π
4√
π
m5O
M4
m2O
MY MN
[
5 − 2m2Or2
]
exp
(− m2Or2){M2N − M2YMY MN − 4(κO24 − κO13)
√
MY MN
M
}
. (A9g)
Here, κO13 = gO13/ f O13 and κO24 = gO24/ f O24.
One-boson-exchange interactions in configuration space II
Here we give the extra potentials due to the zeroes in the scalar and axial-A vector form factors:
(a) Scalar mesons:
VS (r) = − m4π
m2
U 2
(
gS13g
S
24
{[
φ1C −
m2
4MY MN
φ2C
]
+ m
2
2MY MN
φ1SO L · S +
m4
16M2Y M2N
φ1T Q12
+ m
2
4MY MN
M2N − M2Y
MY MN
φ
(1)
SO
1
2
(σ1 − σ2) · L
})
.
(A10)
(b) Axial mesons: The extra contribution to the potentials coming from the zero in the axial-vector meson form factor are
obtained from the expression VA(r) by making substitutions
VA(1)(r) = VA
(
φ0C → φ1C, φ0T → φ1T , φ0SO → φ1SO
)m2
U 2
. (A11)
Note that we do not include the similar V (2)A (r) since they involve k4 terms in momentum space. Then,
V (1)A (r) = −
gA13g
A
24
4π
m
[
φ1C (σ1 · σ2) −
1
12MY MN
(∇2φ1C + φ1C∇2)(σ1 · σ2) + 3m24MY MN φ1T S12 + m
2
2MY MN
φ1SO L · S
+ m
2
4MY MN
M2N − M2Y
MY MN
φ
(1)
SO
1
2
(σ1 − σ2) · L
]
. (A12)
APPENDIX B: NONLOCAL TENSOR CORRECTION
In this Appendix we repeat the treatment of the nonlocal correction correction to the tensor-potential similar to that for the
central nonlocal potential
V˜T =
(
q2 + 14 k2
)˜
vT S12. (B1)
This incorporation of this kind of potential in the solution of the Schrödinger equation is given in Ref. [46]; see Appendix B. For
completeness we repeat here the treatment of this type of potential, which is exact when there is no nonlocal spin-orbit potential.
For definiteness we consider the contribution to the π -exchange potential,
v˜T = f
2
P
2MM ′ m2π
(
q2 + 1
4
k2
)/
(k2 + m2). (B2)
In configuration space this leads to the potential
VT (r) = f
2
P
4π
m
4MM ′
[
1
3
(σ1 · σ2)
(∇2φ1C + φ1C∇2)+ (∇2φ0T S12 + φ0T S12∇2)]
≡ −[(∇2φ(r) + φ(r)∇2) + (∇2χ (r)S12 + χ (r)S12∇2)]. (B3)
Here we put σ1 · σ2 = 1, because this potential contributes for spin-triplet states only. The radial Schrödinger equation reads
{(1 + 2φ) + 2χ S12} u′′ + (2φ′ + 2χ ′ S12) u′ +
[
k2cm − 2MredV − {(1 + 2φ) + χ S12}
L2
r2
− L
2
r2
χ S12 + φ′′ + χ ′′ S12
]
u = 0.
(B4)
Under the substitution u = A−1/2v, where
A ≡ (1 + 2φ) + 2χ S12, (B5)
over into the radial equation for v(r),
v′′(r) +
[
k2cm −
l (l + 1)
r2
− 2MredW
]
v(r) = 0, (B6)
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with the (pseudo)potential
2MredW = 2MredA−1/2V A−1/2 − A−2(φ′ + χ ′ S12)2 − (A−1 − 1) k2cm + {A1/2[L2, A−1/2] + A−1/2[L2, A1/2]}/(2r2). (B7)
In passing we note that A and S12 commute, and therefore
A−2(φ′ + χ ′ S12)2 = [A−1/2(φ′ + χ ′ S12)A−1/2]2 = 14 [A−1/2 A′ A−1/2]2.
Defining
X = (1 + 2φ + 4χ )1/2 , Y = (1 + 2φ − 8χ )1/2, (B8)
the transformation A is given as
A1/2 = 13 (2X + Y ) + 16 (X − Y ) S12, A−1/2 =
{ 1
3 (X + 2Y ) + 16 (−X + Y ) S12
}
/(XY ). (B9)
Using Eq. (B10) one readily derives
{A1/2[L2, A−1/2]− + A−1/2[L2, A1/2]−} = −2 (X − Y )
2
XY
√
J (J + 1)
2J + 1
(
2
√
J (J + 1) −1
−1 −2√J (J + 1)
)
. (B10)
Writing A−1 = α + β S12 one finds
α = +(1 + 2φ − 4χ )[(1 + 2φ + 4χ )(1 + 2φ − 8χ )]−1, β = −2χ [(1 + 2φ + 4χ )(1 + 2φ − 8χ )]−1, (B11)
leading to
−(A−1 − 1) = {[(2φ − 8χ )(1 + 2φ + 4χ ) − 8χ ] + 2χ S12}[(1 + 2φ + 4χ )(1 + 2φ − 8χ )]−1. (B12)
APPENDIX C: NEW VERSION QUARK-PAIR-CREATION
MODEL [52]
In this Appendix we give a short description of the eval-
uation of the BBM coupling constants in the QPC model
using the Fierz-transformation technique. For details we refer
to Ref. [52]. Here, apart from the Fierz-transformation, the
techniques used are those of Refs. [27,47,50]. In Fig. 7 the
two kind of processes, direct (a) and exchange (b), are shown.
The derivation of the BBM couplings starts from the gen-
eralized 3P0 (S) and 3S1 (V) Pair-creation Hamiltonians
H(S)I = −4γ (S)qq¯
(∑
i
q¯iqi
)⎛⎝∑
j
q¯ jq j
⎞⎠,
H(V )I = −γ (V )qq¯
(∑
i
q¯i,α (λ)αβγ μqi,β
)
⊗
⎛⎝∑
j
q¯ j,γ (λ)γδγμq j,δ
⎞⎠,
(C1)
where γ (V )qq¯ is a phenomenological constant, and the summa-
tions run as i, j = u, d, s. In this QPC model in the funda-
mental process there is a (confined) scalar or gluon propaga-
tor. This implies, assuming a constant propagator, an extra
q1
q2
q3
q′1
q′2
q4
q5
q′3(a) direct
q1
q2
q3
q′1
q′2
q4
q5
q′3(b) exchange
FIG. 7. 3P0- and 3S1-quark-pair creation (QPC).
factor depending on a scalar or (massive) gluon exchange
(−i)2(∓i/m2G) ∼ ±i/2QPC, meaning ∼ ±iHint.
Rearrangement is supposed to take place when a quark-
antiquark pair is created by some mechanism in a baryon,
where one quark from the baryon combines into a mesonic
state with the antiquark from the pair. The quark from the pair
recombines with the two remaining quarks of the baryon to
make the baryon in the final state. This rearrangements into
mesons of different kind can be understood from a Fierz-
transformation applied to Eq. (C1). One has the identity [86]
H(S)I = γ (S)qq¯
∑
i, j
[
+ q¯i q j × q¯i q j + q¯iγμq j × q¯ jγ μqi
− 1
2
q¯iσμνq j × q¯ jσμνqi − q¯iγμγ5q j × q¯ jγ μγ 5qi
+ q¯iγ5q j × q¯ jγ 5qi
]
,
H(V )I = +γ (V )qq¯
∑
i, j
[
+ q¯i q j × q¯i q j − 12 q¯iγμq j × q¯ jγ
μqi
− 1
2
q¯iγμγ5q j×q¯ jγ μγ 5qi − q¯iγ5q j×q¯ jγ 5qi
]
. (C2)
Here, we considered only the flavor-spin Fierzing.3 The ap-
propriate Fierzing of the color structure is different for dia-
gram (a) and diagram (b) in Fig. 7: (i) For diagram (a) we use
3It should be noted that the terms for the couplings of the B-
axial JPC = 1+− and tensor JPC = 2++ mesons are missing on the
right-hand side of Eq. (C2). The same is true for the 3P0-interaction
Eq. (C1).
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the identity [86]
(λ)γδ · (λ) βα = 169 δγα δβδ − 13 (λ)γα · (λ)βδ . (C3)
Since the mesons are colorless, the second term in Eq. (C3)
may be neglected, and color gives the simple factor 16/9.
(ii) In diagram (b) there is in fact a sum over q1 and q2.
Because the baryons are colorless, we have
(λ1) βα + (λ2) βα = −(λ3) βα . (C4)
Therefore, for this diagram we have, using Eq. (C3), the
identity
(λ5)γδ ·
∑
i=1,2
(λi ) βα = −
16
9
δγα δ
β
δ +
1
3
(λ5)γα · (λ3)βδ (C5)
Again, for colorless mesons the second term in Eq. (C5) may
be neglected, and color gives the simple factor −16/9.
We find that the direct (a) and exchange (b) diagram give
different color factors. Such a difference does not occur in
the 3P0 model. Now, it appears that the momentum overlap
for type (b) is usually much smaller than for type (a); see
Ref. [52] for details. This can be traced back to our use of a
constant propagator for the (confined) gluon. Therefore, in the
following we neglect processes described in diagram (b). Then,
the difference between the 3P0 and 3S1 model is, apart from an
overall constant, exclusively given by the different coefficients
in the flavor-spin Fierz-identities Eq. (C2).
In the 3S1 model for the interaction Hamiltonian for the
pair-creation one uses the one-gluon-exchange (OGE) model
[87,88]; see Fig. 7. Considering one-gluon exchange, see
Fig. 7, one derives the effective vertex [87,88] by using a
(confined) constant Pg( ji) gluon propagator between quark
line i and line j: Pg( ji) ∼ δ ji/m2g, where the (effective) gluon
mass is taken to be mg ≈ (0.8 f m−1) ≈ 250 MeV [88]. We
notice that the color factor for the coupling of colorless
mesons to colorless baryons is always the same, and we can
include this into an effective coupling γS , i.e.,
παs(λi · λ j )
m2G
⇒ γ (V )qq¯ . (C6)
Here we use for the gluon a constant (confined) propagator
Pg = 1/m2G. As is clear from (C1) γqq¯ has the dimension
[MeV]−2. Also, we notice that mG ≈ QPC, therefore γqq¯ −→
γqq¯/
2
QPC. From the momentum conservation rules one now
gets different dependencies between the momenta as com-
pared to the version of the 3P0 model in Refs. [27,50]. Hence,
we have different momentum overlap integrals.
From the results for the couplings of the mesons in the
3P0 model those for the 3S1-model meson-couplings can be
read off by comparing the coefficients in the Fierz-identities
Eqs. (C2) and (C1) for the corresponding operators. Here,
we assume that the effect of color in the 3P0 and 3S1 model
can be absorbed into γ (S,V )qq¯ , see below. For example, the
prediction for the scalar-meson couplings will have the ratio
g (3S1) = [γ (V )qq¯ /γ (S)qq¯ ]g (3P0). Apart from an overall constant,
the couplings for the 3S1 model can be read off from those of
the 3P0 model.
1. Meson states, meson and baryon wave functions
We list the 〈B, M|Hint|A〉 matrix elements for the different
type of mesons. Restriction on the quark-level to process (a) in
Fig. 7, using the Fierzed form of the interaction Hamiltonians
in Eq. (C1). So, below we will give the results for the 3P0
model. Following Ref. [48], we write the meson creation
operators as
JPC = 0−+ : d†M,P(k) = i
∑
r,s=±
∫
d3k1d3k2 δ(k − k1 − k2)ψ˜ (L=0)M (k1, k2) ϕ(0)(r, s) b†(k1, r) d†(k2, s), (C7)
JPC = 1−− : d†M,V (k, m) =
∑
r,s=±
∫
d3k1d3k2 δ(k − k1 − k2)ψ˜ (L=0)M (k1, k2) ϕ(1)m (r, s) b†(k1, r) d†(k2, s), (C8)
JPC = 0++ : d†M,S (k, m) =
∑
r,s=±
∫
d3k1d3k2 δ(k − k1 − k2) (−)mψ˜ (L=1)M,m (k1, k2) ϕ(1)−m(r, s) b†(k1, r) d†(k2, s), (C9)
JPC = 1++ : d†M,A(k, m) =
∑
r,s=±
∫
d3k1d3k2 δ(k − k1 − k2) C(1, 1, 1; mL, mσ , m)ψ˜ (L=1)M,mL (k1, k2) ϕ(1)mσ (r, s) b†(k1, r) d†(k2, s),
(C10)
JPC = 1+− : d†M,B(k, m) =
∑
r,s=±
∫
d3k1d3k2 δ(k − k1 − k2)ψ˜ (L=1)M,m (k1, k2) ϕ(0)(r, s) b†(k1, r) d†(k2, s), (C11)
JPC = 2++ : d†M,T (k, m) =
∑
r,s=±
∫
d3k1d3k2 δ(k − k1 − k2) C(1, 1, 2; mL, mσ , m)ψ˜ (L=1)M,mL (k1, k2) ϕ(1)mσ (r, s) b†(k1, r) d†(k2, s),
(C12)
for, respectively, the pseudoscalar, vector, scalar, and axial-vector mesons of the first (A1, etc.) and second kind (B1, etc.), and
tensor mesons. These representations are the equal-time Bethe-Salpeter wave functions [89]:
fk,α (x, y) ≡ 〈0|T [qi(x)q j (y)]|M(k, α〉 x
0=y0−→ (0|qi(x)q j (y)|M(k, α),
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using the definition θ [0] = 1/2. Here, a factor i is included
in the definition of the d†M,P(k) operator. This to have under
time-reversal T |π0(k)〉 = |π0(−k)〉. The reason is that under
time-reversal the spin-components change sign, which implies
for the spin-singlet ϕ(0)(−r,−s) = −ϕ(0)(r, s), etc.
The baryon and meson harmonic oscillator wave functions
are
ψ˜N (k1, k2, k3) =
(√
3R2A
π
)3/2
exp
⎡⎣−R2A
6
∑
i< j
(ki − k j )2
⎤⎦,
ψ˜
(L=0)
M (k1, k2) =
(
R2M
π
)3/4
exp
[
−R
2
M
8
(k1 − k2)2
]
,
ψ˜
(L=1)
M,m (k1, k2) =
RM√
2
(
R2M
π
)3/4
[−m(k1 − k2)]
× exp
[
−R
2
M
8
(k1 − k2)2
]
.
Here we used the spherical unit vectors ±1 =
∓ 1√2 (e1 ± ie2), 0 = e3.
2. Coupling-constant formulas
The matrix elements 〈B f (p′) M(k)|H(S),(V )I |Bi(p)〉 involve
the momentum space overlap integrals, which can be per-
formed in a straightforward manner [52]. The summary of the
derived formulas in Ref. [52], in the case of the 3P0 model, for
the divers (I = 1) couplings is
gP = +π−3/4 γqq¯ (mPRP )
1/2
(QPCRP )2
(6
√
2),
gV = +π−3/4 γqq¯ (mV RV )
1/2
(QPCRV )2
(3/
√
2),
gS = +π−3/4 γqq¯ (mSRS )
−1/2
(QPCRS )2
9mS
MB
,
gA = −π−3/4 γqq¯ (mARA)
−1/2
(QPCRA)2
6mA
MB
,
with QPC ≈ 600 MeV and RM ≈ 0.66.
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